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Abstract—In this paper, we present a new approach to the
least-squares design of stable infinite impulse response (IIR)
digital filters. The design is accomplished by using an iterative
scheme in which the denominator polynomial obtained from
the preceding iteration is treated as a part of the weighting
function, and each iteration is carried out by solving a standard
quadratic programming problem that yields a stable rational
function. When the iteration converges, a stable and truly least-
squares solution is obtained. The method is then extended to
address the least-squares design of stable IIR two-dimensional
(2-D) filters. Examples are included to illustrate the proposed
design techniques.

Index Terms—IIR filter, quadratic programming, weighted
least-squares method.

I. INTRODUCTION

L EAST-SQUARES methods have been extensively used
for dealing with various analysis and synthesis problems

in science and engineering. In a digital filter context, many
least-squares design methods have been proposed; see [1]–[8]
and [16] among others. A literature survey shows that most
of successful least-squares designs are for the finite impulse
response (FIR) filters. A major problem with the existing
least-squares techniques as applied to the design of infinite
impulse response (IIR) filters is that the least squares cost
function needs to be modified to avoid the division operation
introduced by the rational transfer function of the filter so
that the modified cost function can be explicitly expressed
as a quadratic form with respect to the filter parameters. In
doing so, however, the solution obtained by minimizing the
modified cost function is no longer a truly least-squares design.
Moreover, even for this sort of quasi-least-squares solution,
stability of the filter designed is not guaranteed.

In this paper, we present a new approach to the least-squares
design of stable IIR digital filters. The design is accomplished
using an iterative scheme in which the denominator polyno-
mial obtained from the preceding iteration is treated as a part
of the weighting function, and each iteration is carried out
by solving a standard quadratic programming problem that
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yields a stable rational function. When the iteration converges,
a stable and truly least-squares solution is obtained. Moreover,
by adequately adjusting the weighting function, the proposed
method can also be used to design nearly equiripple IIR filters
with guaranteed stability. The method is then extended to
address the least-squares design of stable IIR two-dimensional
(2-D) filters. Examples are included to illustrate the proposed
design techniques.

II. THE WEIGHTED LEAST-SQUARES METHOD

A. Motivation

Let be the desired frequency response specified
in . We seek to find a causal stable rational function

that best approximates in the
weighted -norm sense. For the sake of notational simplicity,
we denote

(1)

where , ,
, and . With a given

weighting function , the weighted cost function is
defined by

(2)

Note that in (2) can be expressed as

(3)

Most of the least-squares algorithms in the literature then
neglect the term underneath in (3), leading
to the following modified cost function:

(4)

Evidently, the rational function that minimizes
does not necessarily minimize (2); hence, the solution

obtained by minimizing (4) is, in general, not optimal in the
least-squares sense. The approach taken in this paper treats the
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term in (3) as a new and known weighting
function to form a standard least-squares minimization prob-
lem. To justify this treatment, polynomial must be stable
so that will be a well-defined weighting, and

must be known. The stability problem encountered
here is solved by imposing a set of linear constraints on
the coefficients of , which ensures that all zeros of

are inside the open unit disk. Note that minimizing a
quadratic form subject to a set of linear constraints is a typical
optimization problem known as quadratic programming, to
which reliable solutions can be obtained using well established
techniques [9]. Furthermore, the term underneath

in (3) is made available by adopting the following
iterative scheme:

(5)

where ,
, , and are the parameter vectors to be

determined in the th iteration. The initial parameter vector
can be chosen quite arbitrarily, except that must

be stable, i.e., the zeros of must be inside the open
unit disk in the plane. For example, one may chose

. At the th iteration, is known and
stable; hence, (5) can be written as

(6)

where

(7)

is, for a stable , a well-defined, nonnegative weight-
ing function. Obviously, finding vectors and that
minimize in (6) has a standard procedure to
follow. Details of this procedure subject to a set of stability
constraints are given in parts B and C of this section. For the
moment, let us assume that the sequence of parameter vectors

has been generated by iteratively solving the
standard least-squares problem (6) subject to a set of stability
constraints and that

and (8)

Then, it follows that

and (9)

and minimizes the limit of , namely

(10)

where is defined by (2).

Because of the presence of denominator in (2), the
objective function is nonquadraticand has, in general,
multiple minimum points. Consequently, one can only expect
the limiting point in (8) to be a local minimum
point of . To show this, note first that if

(11)

minimizes , then

(12)

This, in conjunction with (8) and (10), implies that

(13)

Hence, the limiting point is a stationary point of the objective
function . Next, we consider a neighborhood of the
limiting point , which is denoted by . By (6), it follows
that for a fixed index , is globally convex with respect to

. This is simply because in such a case, the weight
is known and always nonnegative for , and is a
quadratic function with a nonnegative definite Hessian matrix.
If we assume that for sufficiently large, is also uniformly
positive definite in in the sense that for sufficiently large

there exists such that

for (14)

then as , we have

for (15)

where is the Hessian matrix of at the limiting
point . Thus is strictly convex at , and hence, is
a local minimum point of .

As a further remark, it is important to stress that different
limiting points may be obtained when different initial points
are chosen simply because is not globally convex. On the
other hand, our numerical experience indicates that satisfactory
design can be achieved even when the design algorithm starts
with the trivial initial .

B. An Explicit Expression for
in Terms of and

Letting be the complex-valued desired frequency
response, we can write

(16)
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where

...
...

...

...

with , , and denoting the conjugate of , ,
and , respectively. Note that both and
are symmetric Toeplitz matrices characterized by their first
columns. Let be the set of the
equally spaced frequencies onover which the integral in (6)
is evaluated with , as suggested in [11] for sufficient
degree of accuracy; then, the cost function can
be approximated explicitly in terms of and in a
standard positive-definite quadratic form as

(17)

where

where is a constant independent of and , and is
the increment for numerical approximation of in (6). With

(18)

we can write

(19)

It follows from the definitions of that the quadratic form
is positive definite.

C. The Stability Issue

The rational function generated from theth iteration must
be stable. It is well known [10], [11] that is stable if

Re for (20)

where Re denotes the real part of . It is
important to note that (20) offers only a sufficient condition
for the stability; hence, the set of polynomials satisfying
(20) is a nontrivial subset of the set of all stable polynomials
of order . Consequently, the solution obtained by minimizing

in (19) subject to constraint (20) can only be claimed as
suboptimal as it is possible that the optimal solution may have
excluded by constraint (20) in the minimization process. On
the other hand, however, (20) is less conservative than other
known linear constraints that ensure the stability of [11],
[12]. Refer to [11, Appendixes I and II] for a detailed analysis
on this matter. In practice, (20) is replaced by

Re (21)

where is a small and positive number and is then imple-
mented on a dense grid of points over . Let

be the set of grid points on . Using matrix
notation, condition (21) on set becomes

(22)

where

...
...

(23)

Thus, the task at theth iteration is to minimize in
(19) subject to constraints (22), which is a typical quadratic
programming problem. With a positive definite, the solution
of (19) and (22) can be computed efficiently. For example,
one can convert the problem at hand first to a so-called
least distance programming problem, which can be further
converted to a non-negative least squares (NNLS) problem,
and the NNLS problem can then be solved using an “active
set” method. Refer to [9, ch. 23] for the details of this method.

D. The Constrained Least-Squares Design

As was mentioned in Section II-A, the iteration begins by
choosing an initial . Matrices , , and

are then evaluated, and is computed as the solution
of the quadratic programming problem (19), (22). In the
next iteration, is utilized to update matrices and

, and then, is computed as the solution of the same
quadratic programming problem. The iteration continues until

is less than a prescribed tolerance. At that
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time, the convergence is claimed, and is deemed as the
solution of the constrained least-squares problem.

There are two issues that need to be addressed here: i)
whether the design algorithm described above always con-
verges and ii) if the algorithm does converge, whether the
limiting point is a solution to the constrained optimization
problem

Minimize

Subject to (24)

Let us consider the second issue first. Assume
as , where minimizes in (19) subject to
constraint (22). It follows that satisfies the Kuhn–Tucker
(KT) conditions [17, ch. 10], which are a set of necessary
conditions for to be the solution of problem (19), (22).
As , the assumption that in conjunction with
the smoothness of the objective function with respect to

now implies that the KT conditions for converge
to the KT conditions for the limiting point . In addition,
as , the constraints in (22) become a set of linear
inequality constraints that guarantee the stability of the IIR
filter produced by the limiting point . Furthermore, by using
an argument similar to that made in Section II-A, one can
show that the objective function is strictly convex at the
limiting point , provided that the Hessian matrices of’s
are uniformly positive definite for sufficiently large. Under
these circumstances, one concludes thatis a local solution of
the constrained optimization problem (24) [17]. It is important
to stress that the term “weighted least-squares design” used in
the rest of the paper is referred to a local solution of (24). The
local nature of the solution is primarily due to the high degree
of nonlinearity of , and the complexity of the stability
requirement has forced us to consider a set of linear sufficient
constraints in (24). Consequently, a solution to (24) can only
be deemed suboptimal.

Let us now address the convergence issue with two remarks.
The algorithm proposed above converges with a wide range
of initial points. However, we have also identified a very
limited number of occasions where the algorithm converges
rather slowly or does not converge, at least within a reasonable
number of iterations, say, 50. A simple modification of the
algorithm described below is found to be effective in improv-
ing the robustness of the algorithm. Let be the operator
that maps an initial point to the solution of the quadratic
programming problem in (19) and (22). The iterative algorithm
can then be described by

(25)

We now modify this to

and

(26)

where is a relaxation constant. In other words, the
next point is obtained by combining the solution of (19)
and (22) with the initial point used. A largemeans that point

relies more on solution so that the algorithm would
converge faster at the risk of numerical instability, whereas
a small tends to stabilize the algorithm by using more
information from the preceding iteration result at the expense
of reduced convergence rate. Anin the range [0.3, 0.5] is
often found appropriate, and the modified algorithm with a

was successfully used to design a variety of
digital filters with different (but stable) initial points. It should
be pointed out that this algorithm modification was motivated
by several recent design methods for multirate systems [18],
[19], where a similar relaxation technique was used to improve
convergence of the algorithms, although the design scenario
there differs considerably from ours.

As the second remark, we present a sufficient condition for
the convergence of the modified algorithm. Define the ratio

(27)

It can be shown that if has a less-than-unity upper bound,
i.e.,

(28)

for where is a positive integer, then sequence
converges. As a matter of fact, this condition implies that

(29)

Therfore, for sufficiently large and with ,
we have

(30)

which approaches zero when , and hence,
is a Cauchy sequence in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space.
Further, notice that the above sufficient condition is equivalent
to

(31)

for a . In other words, is convergent if
is a contraction mappingwhen it applies to the sequence

produced by . Although a rigorous proof
is not available to date, with , the modified
algorithm was always successful in producing with
ratio in our extensive simulation study.

E. A Quasi-Equiripple Design

Like the approach used in [6], the weighting function
can be updated properly to achieve a quasi-equiripple design.
At each iteration, one can use a second iteration loop as applied
to the weighting function so that a nearly equiripple
design can be achieved. In this second iteration loop,
is updated on each frequency band contained in, namely,

, where is determined
by the extreme values of the design error at theth iteration
in conjunction with an interpolation technique that ensures

. The second iteration loop is terminated when the
extreme values of the design error are nearly equal. See [6]
for the details of this design technique.
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III. EXTENSION TO THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In the 2-D case, we seek to find a stable 2-D rational
function of order

(32)

that best approximates the desired frequency response
given on in weighted

norm.
Using vector notation, the denominator and numerator of

can be expressed as

where

(33)

Define the weighted cost function by

(34)

where is the weighting function given on ,
and is characterized by (32). Like the 1-D case,
(34) can be expressed as

(35)

which suggests the following iterative least-squares scheme
for the design problem at hand:

(36)

with ,

(37)

At the th iteration, given by (37) is known and
non-negative, provided that is stable in the 2-

D sense. Thus, minimizing (36) with respect to parameters
and is a least-squares problem. As will be shown in

Section III-B, the requirement that is stable can
be satisfied by imposing a set of linear constraints on. In
what follows, we first derive an explicit expression for in
terms of and .

A. An Explicit Expression for

With the above matrix notation, we compute

Re

where

(38)

with

the symmetric Toeplitz matrix

determined by its first column

the symmetric Toeplitz matrix

determined by its first column

and

Re

(39)

with

A discretization of the integral in (36) then gives

(40)
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where

(41)

is a constant independent of and , and is
a dense grid points over the region with

and .

B. The Stability Issue

As was mentioned earlier, the stability constraint on
has to be imposed. It is well known [13] that
is a stable polynomial if and only if i) polynomial
with is stable, and ii) for each fixed

on the unit circle, is stable. This stability
condition, in conjunction with the 1-D sufficient stability
condition that has been used in Section II-C, yields the
following sufficient condition for the stability of :
Polynomial is 2-D stable if

Re for (42a)

Re for (42b)

where is the 1-D polynomial defined by

(43)

From (33) and (42), it follows that is stable if

(44a)

(44b)

where is the vector consisting of the first compo-
nents of , is a small constant, and

, was defined in Section III-
A. Implementing constraints (44) on a set of dense grid points
over , say, ,
we obtain the following linear constraints for the stability of

:

(45)

where

...

...

... (46)

with .

C. The Constrained Least-Squares Design

The design begins by choosing a stable initial such as
. Matrices and in (40) and in (45) are

then evaluated, and the quadratic programming problem in (40)
and (45) is solved to obtain . In the next iteration, matrices

and in (40) are updated using , and then, the same
quadratic programming problem in (40) and (45) is solved to
obtain . The iteration continues until ,
which is a prescribed tolerance.

D. The Design of Quadrantally Symmetric 2-D Filters

It is noted that even for a moderate density of grid points
on , the number of stability constraints in (45) can easily
exceed 2000, this in conjunction with a large size matrix
in (40) for a filter of moderate order, leads to a large size
quadratic programming problem. However, the computational
burden can be considerably reduced by restricting the filter
being designed to the class of quadrantally symmetric filters.
It is well known that all circularly symmetric filters, various
regularization filters [14], fan, and diamond-shaped filters
possess a quadrantally symmetric frequency response. It is
also known [15] that the transfer function of a quadrantally
symmetric 2-D filter has a separable denominator, i.e.,

(47)

Obviously, the design idea addressed in the preceding sub-
sections is applicable to in (47) with reduced
computational complexity.

Let

The cost function in (36) in this case becomes

(48)
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with

At the th iteration, one seeks to find parameter vectors,
, and that minimize (48). At this point, we must stress

that unlike the general case (36), minimizing (48) is no longer a
least-squares problem since the parameters inand are
multiplied by each other before the square. There are several
approaches to modify so that it can be reformulated as a
least-squares problem. For example, the modification of
given by

for even
for odd

(49)

leads to a least-squares problem. For an even, parameters
and are sought to minimize , whereas for an odd

, parameters and are sought to minimize . From
(49), it follows that if , , and under
certain stability constraints (which will be detailed shortly) as

, then the 2-D transfer function associated with the
limiting vectors , and minimizes

(50)

and, therefore, offers a weighted least-squares solution to the
design problem.

Given by (49), explicit expressions of for
even and odd ’s can be derived in a manner similar to that
in Section III-A. These expressions are given below without
deriving the details.

For even

(51)

where

(52)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Magnitude response of the filter in Example 1 and (b) group
delay of the filter in Example 1.

and

in

(53)
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TABLE I
COEFFICIENTS OF THETRANSFER FUNCTION IN EXAMPLE 1

with

(54)

where is the symmetric Toeplitz matrix determined
by its first column . For odd

(55)

where

(56)

and

in

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Magnitude response of the filter in Example 2. (b) Group delay
(along!1) in the passband of the filter in Example 2. (c) Group delay (along
!2) in the passband of the filter in Example 2.

(57)
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with

(58)

where is the symmetric Toeplitz matrix determined
by its first column . Note
that in either case, the number of parameters involved in
has been reduced from the general case of
to (for even ) or
(for odd ). Since the filter is quadrantally symmetric, the
region can be reduced to . Moreover,
the stability constraints (45) are in this case replaced by

(59)

for even , where , and

...
... (60)

and by

(61)

for odd , where , and

...
... (62)

It follows that the number of constraints is reduced from
to for even and to for odd .

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES

The design method proposed in this paper is fairly general
in the sense that

1) it can be used to find a 1-D or 2-D transfer function that
approximates arbitrary amplitude and phase responses;

2) the design obtained is optimal in the least-squares sense;
3) the stability of the filter obtained is guaranteed;
4) by using appropriate weighting, a quasi-equiripple de-

sign can be achieved.

In this section, two examples are presented to illustrate this
design methodology.

Example 1: A halfband highpass IIR filter of order 14 with
linear phase response over its passband is designed using
the iterative constrained least-squares method proposed in
Section II. The desired frequency is given by

(63)

As was observed in [11], good designs are usually achieved
when the group delay is set to be between and ,
where denotes the order of the filter. The desired group delay
in (63) is obviously in agreement with this observation. The
weighting function is chosen as 1 in the passband and
stopband. With a trivial initial and tolerance

, the algorithm converges after six iterations. The
amplitude response and group delay are shown in Fig. 1, and
the coefficients of the filter designed are given in Table I. The
maximum modulus of the filter poles is 0.9276; hence, the
filter is stable. The peak error in the passband is 0.1406 dB,
and the peak error in the stopband is27.8974 dB.

Example 2: In this example, a 2-D circularly symmetric
lowpass IIR filter of order with linear
phase over its passband is designed using the least-squares
method developed in Section III-D. The desired response is
given by

(64)

Again, the desired group delay in (64) is in the range
as was suggested in [11]. The

weighting function is chosen as 5 in the passband
and 1 in the stopband. With trivial initial ,

and tolerance , the design
algorithm converges after 12 iterations. The maximum pole
radius of the designed filter is 0.9236; hence, the filter is stable.
The resultant magnitude response is shown in Fig. 2(a). The
maximum ripple in the passband is 0.0118, and the maximum
ripple in the stopband is 0.0268. Moreover, let the phase
response of the designed filter be . The group delays
of the filter corresponding to - and -axii are defined by

Fig. 2(b) and (c) shows the 3-D plots of group delay
and in the passband of the filter

designed. It is observed that the peak-to-peak deviation in
the passband for both and is 0.2564, representing a
2.564% group delay distortion.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new approach to the weighted least-
squares design of stable IIR 1-D and 2-D digital filters. The
difficulty of taking the denominator of the transfer function
being designed into account in a least-squares setting is
overcome by means of an iterative strategy that treats the
denominator as a part of the weighting function, and the
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stability of the filter designed is guaranteed by a set of linear
constraints on the denominator coefficients. The usefulness of
the proposed method has been demonstrated by two design
examples.
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